CRAFT

[20 min]

Question Spinners

Supplies
“Question Spinner” handout, printed on card stock (1 per child) (download here)
“Question Wedges” 2-page handout (1 set per child) (download here)
scissors
markers
glue sticks
paper fasteners
chenille wires
hole punches

Easy Prep
Make a sample craft to show kids.
Pre-cut a spinner and a set of 8 question wedges for each younger child.

Tip
If your kids enjoy learning more about each other with these question spinners, consider getting a Throw & Tell Ball
from group.com.

Make a Spinner
Give each child a “Question Spinner” and both pages of the “Question Wedges” handout, along with a
pair of scissors. Set out the other supplies for kids to share, and have kids follow these instructions to make
question spinners.
Cut out the spinner.
Choose your eight favorite questions from the “Question Wedges” handout, and cut out those wedges. (You can
provide these for younger kids.)
Decorate the wedges you chose.
Glue your wedges to your spinner.
Save the other wedges for later. (You can send the extra page home with each younger child.)
Color in the arrow.
Cut out the small circle and arrow. (Have older kids help younger kids with this and all remaining steps.)
Punch a hole through the dot on the small circle.
Punch a hole in the center of the arrow.
Put the arrow and circle on the paper fastener. Under them, wrap a chenille wire. Then poke the paper fastener
through the spinner and bend the legs to secure it.
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Unwrap the chenille wire. (You don’t need it anymore; it just made space for the arrow to spin more easily.)

Use the Spinner
Have kids form mixed-age groups, spin their spinners, and answer the questions. Have all the teen and
adult helpers join in!
Talk About It
Ask: • What’s something you learned about another person in this group?
Say: Jesus isn’t afraid of hard questions. In fact, Jesus loves our questions! When you talked
about these questions with your friends, you got to know each other better. The more questions we
ask, the better we get to know people. I wonder how Jesus might answer some of your questions! You
can go to him anytime with any question and ask him to help you know him better.
Have kids take their question spinners home and use them to get to know their friends and families
even better. They can tell their friends and families that Jesus isn’t afraid of hard questions. When they’ve
answered all the questions, they can glue the leftover wedges over the original ones and start again!
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